H.I.Mentors Products and Services Overview
Where are you on the eHIM Continuum?
Healthcare providers are faced with many challenges. With increased
rules and regulations, shrinking reimbursement, and the need to do
more with less resources, how can you ensure that you are operating
at your highest potential?

“I started H.I.Mentors in
2005 in order to share health
information and revenue cycle
best practices with healthcare
providers and vendors.

H.I.Mentors provides Health Information Management (HIM) and Revenue
Cycle Best Practices consulting with special expertise in: Computer Assisted
Coding (CAC), Clinical Documentation Improvement (CDI), ICD-10
education and audits, Electronic Health Records/Electronic Document
Management System (EHR/EDMS), hybrid record transition, and key
performance indicators via HIMetrix,® our web-based data analytics tool.

Based on a participative
consulting partnership, using
our innovative, key practice
indicator (KPI) software—
organizations are empowered to

Team of Experts
H.I.Mentors’ consulting team utilizes specialists, each with extensive years
of experience in HIM, healthcare informatics, strategic marketing, revenue
cycle management, analytics, technology implementation and product
innovation. Our team of experts will help you meet your challenges and
complement your internal improvement efforts.

diagnose problem areas, monitor
improvement efforts and reach
their highest potential.”
—Darice Grzybowski, MA,
RHIA, FAHIMA
President H.I.Mentors LLC
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HIMetrix®
HIMetrix software is designed
specifically to capture, analyze and
provide trends on relevant HIM
and revenue cycle key performance
indicators. C-level executives, key
department managers and HIM
directors have access to a unique
data collection tool, statistics,
and dashboards specific to their
environment. This powerful,
web-based solution allows you to
save valuable time and dollars in
measuring and improving your
department’s operations.

EHR Foundation Services™
Migrating to an electronic document
management system (EDMS) is a
complex process, but a necessary
component of your EHR. Your
successful migration depends largely
on how well your electronic system
ultimately supports the workflow
of your HIM department and
organization. Begin your journey
today by working with H.I.Mentors
to help lay a solid foundation for your
system whether you are in a physician
practice, acute care hospital, or
specialty care facility.

Clinical Documentation
Improvement Services
H.I.Mentor’s CDI program
incorporates years of clinical
documentation and coding experience
with some of the nation’s top hospitals
and health networks. A personalized
educational and process improvement
approach combines state-of the-art
tools and techniques to help your CDI
program obtain accurate and complete
documentation in a timely manner.

EHR Data Integrity Services™
You’ve finally made the transition
to electronic records, but are you
sure the integrity of your electronic
health record is intact? Have you
defined your legal health record
appropriately? Are you running into
backlogs in scanning and quality
check areas? Can you destroy your
paper records after imaging or are
you paying double for storage of
paper documents as well as electronic
versions? H.I.Mentors can help you
tackle these challenging issues and
help ensure the data integrity of your
electronic health record.

HIM Checkup™ Services
HIM Checkup Services from
H.I.Mentors offers your organization
everything from a complete HIM
operational assessment to strategic
planning, system evaluation, productivity
reviews, as well as, educational and
mentoring programs. Whether your
project examines bringing release of
information services in house, revamping
record completion processes, or setting
up a transcription quality review
methodology H.I.Mentors can help.

Coding Audit and Interim HIM
Staffing Services
When just “re-coding” a chart isn’t
enough, you need an H.I.Mentors
coding coach to provide you with
personalized review, education and
consultative guidance. H.I.Mentors
can assist with all of your special
projects related to HIM with our
team of experienced credentialed
auditors and consultants.

Revenue Cycle Checkup™ Services
The HIM Department is at the
center of the revenue cycle and
plays a critical role in the translation
of clinical documentation into
the language of claims and
reimbursement. H.I.Mentors can
fine-tune your HIM engine to help
you achieve your revenue cycle goals
and full, appropriate reimbursment
with a DNFB that’s in control vs. out
of control.

www.HIMentors.com

Forms Inventory and Management
Services
Maintaining control and accuracy
with electronic or paper-based forms
is critical to insure compliance with
the Legal Health Record (LHR) and
building a solid base for managing
the Electronic Health Record (EHR).
Reimbursement and compliance are
dependent on accurate and timely
information within these documents.
A forms management consultation
from H.I.Mentors helps ensure your
medical record documentation is
properly inventoried, catalogued and
controlled whether online and used
for clinical input, or in a printed
output format to support release of
information.
About H.I.Mentors
H.I.Mentors is an HIM and Revenue
Cycle Management consulting firm
founded in 2005 by nationally recognized
health information management leader
Darice Grzybowski, MA, RHIA,
FAHIMA. H.I.Mentors employs
leading industry experts with decades
of experience who provide focused
consulting programs designed to improve
compliance, motivate staff, mitigate
risk and reduce costs. Our hands-on
mentoring approach helps HIM and
Revenue Cycle departments streamline
their operations, optimize performance
and improve the bottom line.
For more information about
H.I.Mentors LLC products and
services please call us at 708-352-3507
or visit us online at www.himentors.com.

ICD, CPT, HCPCS, MS-DRG,
APC, Chargemaster and other audits
are available.
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